MYSTIC VIDEO’S IPTV TRANSCODER PLATFORM RECEIVES
CERTIFICATION FOR ERICSSON MEDIAROOM INFRASTRUCTURE
Industry-leading HD density at the lowest price per channel and stream
Amsterdam, Netherlands – September 12, 2014 ‐ Mystic Video, a pioneer in advanced digital video
solutions, today announced at the IBC2014 tradeshow in Amsterdam, Netherlands, that its M‐15x0 IPTV
transcoder platform powered by the ViXS XCode Pro solution has been tested for use with the Ericsson
Mediaroom Internet Protocol Television (IPTV) system. The M‐15x0 IPTV transcoder passed the Ericsson
Mediaroom Encoder Conformance Test (ECT) which ensures interoperability of headend equipment
used in Ericsson Mediaroom deployments.
The Mystic M‐15x0 transcoder is available in a dense 1RU (Rack Unit) supporting up to 40 HD or 80 SD
channels with optional Adaptive Bit Rate and HTTP Origin Server software features, delivering industry‐
leading HD density and lowest price per channel per rack unit. This makes the Mystic M‐15x0 the ideal
solution for IPTV service providers who need to deploy more channels today with higher picture quality,
and seamlessly add support for multiple devices such as tablets, PCs and smartphones in the near
future. By integrating audio and video transcoding, along with PIP (Picture in Picture) creation,
multiscreen transcoding, packaging, encryption and HTTP streaming to CDNs, the Mystic Video M‐15x0
Platform provides IPTV Multi Program Video Distributers (MPVDs) with a comprehensive, highly
scalable, and cost‐effective single video processing platform for all their IP Video services needs.
About Mystic Video
Mystic Video, Inc. is transforming high volume video processing for Multi Program Video Distributors
(MPVDs) worldwide. The new Mystic Smart Transcoder architecture surpasses old ASIC and software‐
based transcoders and future‐proofs all IP delivery needs with standards‐based multi‐screen adaptive
bit rate video streaming solutions targeted for all primary and second screen applications. Mystic
Video's IPTV products provide the highest video quality, transcoding performance and availability while
at a market leading price per channel and stream. Mystic Video is headquartered in Berkeley, Calif. and
can be reached at +1‐407‐620‐7924 or www.mysticvideo.net.
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